RENNERT INTERNATIONAL – PEER OBSERVATION FORM

Name of Observer: ____________________________ Teacher being observed: ____________________________

Date: ____________________________ Level/Program: ____________________________

Please complete the following when you are observing a class.

1. What were the learning objectives of the lesson? Were they met? How do you know?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

2. How did the teacher help the students reach their objective(s)?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

3. What did you like about the lesson?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

4. What might you have done differently?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

5. Describe the ratio of Teacher Talk Time vs. Student Talk Time. Was pair work used? Were other grouping strategies used? Explain and give examples.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
6. How was the board used? In what parts of the lesson and towards what objective? Give examples.

7. Were the lesson goals made clear to the students? How?

8. What aspects of the lesson or class were challenging for the teacher? How did the teacher deal with these challenges?


10. Did the class keep your attention? How? Give examples.

11. Other comments/observations: